
COLORANTS.

First word of caution is that this stuff is supposed to be fun, not a job.  If it gets to be “work” then bag it for the day and
get back to it when your interest gets up.  Also, coloring wood is not fast if you want to do it right, regardless of using a
stain or a dye.  No magic bullets here and if you zip along you can screw it up which is a lot harder to fix.  Only gotta 
do it once though and even if you to take off the topcoat the color, if you are using a dye, will remain depending what 
your are using to remove the topcoat  but can be exactly replaced.  If you are looking for an hour coloring turnaround 
then you don't need to read this.

Wood colorants are divided into 2 distinct categories.  The first are dyes which are natural products derived from a 
variety of natural sources including seashells, tree sap, insects etc.  

The second are stains which are non natural products that are synthesized to create colors using for the most part 
combinations of a petroleum derivative and minerals like iron or copper ore.  Paints are made the same way and stains 
are simply thinner paints.

The major key in woodworking is the particle size of the chemicals used.  The smaller the particle size the better the 
results.

If one envisions a 100 story building, stain particle sizes would be around floor 87.  Dyes would be about 3 bricks up 
from the first floor.  Wood fibers are around floor 20.

Stains will not penetrate wood fibers and the cellulose in them simply because the particle size is greater than those.  
Dyes will penetrate the wood fibers and the cellulose in them because the particle size is much smaller.  Water based 
dyes are much more effective because what happens is that the water opens up the wood fibers even more, lets the dye 
penetrate and then seals the color in when the wood fiber dries.

Stains will continue to add color with each application and will mute grain patterns, wood colors and pores until if 
enough coats are put on the wood will simply look as if it is painted and there will be no visible wood characteristics.  
Stains are difficult and in many cases, impossible, to alter as they do not react well to thinning and simply spread the 
particles over a wider area which can, if thinned enough look like polka dots.  If you mix/match stains you stand a very 
good chance that you will create “foggy” areas because the particles won't mix together.  If you want to add a tint or 
something like that then you have to put a stain on as a base and then another stain on top of it.  Easy to screw up.  
Tough to fix.  Gotta sand out.

Dyes will not add color once the dye color is reached and even at full strength will not mute or hide the wood 
characteristics.  Remember, they are in the wood fibers, not on top of  them.

Dyes can be created from a very mild solution to full strength or even greater than that.  They are infinitely thinnable 
and subject only to the users imagination.  You can mix/match dyes to get any color you want and thus need only a 
single coat to transfer that color to your wood.

Raising the grain with water as far as being a problem is way overrated and in most cases the fuzz can easily be wiped 
away with a dry towel or at worst a light wipe with 600 wet/dry automotive paper, the black stuff, used DRY.

The rest of this document is devoted to using a powdered dye.  Specifically the TransFast powders which are 
considered to be the best there is for wood coloring.  These dyes are available from a variety of sources including 
WoodCraft which have a number of local stores.

The whole idea of coloring wood is to start with a light application of color which is called a wash or dye wash.  The 
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wash will create a tint or a color cast or shading, whatever you want to call it,  but essentially those are the same things.
. . .just different syntax.

Coloring wood takes a little practice.  Not rocket science stuff but not a good idea to whip some up and put in on a gun 
stock.  The following is the accepted protocol for the process.

Things you will need:

One or more TransFast dye colors.  One if you only want to make a stock more of a base color like walnut or shades of 
walnut. More than one if you want to add other colors to the walnut etc. etc.  Again you can create any colors you mind 
can envision.

A glass container with a tight fitting lid.  Does not need to be big and a pint sized jar is way more than you need to 
make a dye for a gun stock.  If you are gonna blend colors then a glass container for each color.

Some popsicle sticks or as like they are called in craft stores, hobby sticks.

A piece or pieces of oak hobby board from like Home Depot or Lowe's.  Cost like $2.75 for a 1/2”x3”x3'.  Oak has 
excellent density for testing colorants and it really does not matter if it is the same wood as the substrate you are gonna 
eventually gonna put the colorant on.  

Some bottled water.  16 oz is plenty.

A cheapo 1/2” or 1” brush. Not a foam job.

An empty jar or jars.

Some masking tape.

SOMETHING TO TAKE NOTES ON

The protocol is as follows:

Tape off like 6 inch sections of the hobby board which will give 12 test sections.  6 on each side.

Assuming you are using a pint jar or can estimate a pint's worth of water in whatever jar you are using, fill the jar up to 
about 2/3 rds of a pint with bottled water.  Don't want tap water cause it has chlorine in it.

Take one of the popsicle sticks and scoop up a small amount of the dye powder and dump it into the water.  THESE 

DYES ARE EXTREMELY POWERFUL.  The 1 oz container will make a ½ gallon of full strength dye and 

you can do about half your house with that.  Just a small scoop on the end of the popsicle stick.  Just do one color at a 
time if you are gonna mix colors.  Don't do em both at once.

What you are now creating is called a dye wash because it is not full strength.

Shake up the colorant, don't stir with the stick you put the powder in with.  Want that to be dry so you don't stick it back
in the dye powder and get that stuff wet.  Can use another stick if you want to to mix but not the same one you are 
using to introduce the colorant to the carrier, in this case, water.
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Gonna will have a really weak colorant.

Using your el cheapo paint brush, paint some on on one of the oak test sections.  Dyes will bead up at first until they 
start to penetrate so don't worry about that.  Get the stuff painted on then kinda wipe it in with a rag.

Check the color WHILE IT IS WET (*see below) and make a note, like on the side of the test section to indicate how 
many scoops of the colorant that is in the “wash” you put on the wood.  Gonna be handy later.  Also a really good idea 
to make notes in a notebook.  You start messing around with custom colorants and it is easy to forget what you did.  
This section is the base from which you can work and compare to

If you want the color darker then another small scoop of the dye powder in the solution you already have, mix it up and
put that on the second section and mark on the side of the wood.   I generally simply put a line on the side with a magic 
marker, one for each scoop.

Darker still, add a scoop and again put on the second section and note how many scoops, in this case 3 lines or notes or 
whatever.

Keep doing until you get it darker then you want which normally happens. When that happens then add a small amount 
of water, like 1/8” inch more to lighten up the colorant.  Put that on section 3 and make a note on the side.

Go back and forth until you get what you want.  Worst comes to worst you gotta buy another hobby board and if so 
then simply do the same stuff on the “new” board.

If you are just adding a single color for a tint, cast or shading, or whatever you want to call it then take the custom 
colorant and put like an ½ or inch wide of it either inside the barrel channel or on the base of the stock under the 
buttplate and check to see how it is gonna look.

GOTTA CHECK WHILE IT IS WET.   

Odds are gonna be close.  Generally a tad darker then you might want and if so then add a little, repeat little water and 
slap some on like another 1/2” wide in another area.  If lighter then add a small amount of dye and you can put that 
right over the area on the stock that was too light.

Get what you want, label the jar and it will be just as good 20 years from now as it is today.  The powder will last 
forever and you should have a bunch left for any creative colorants in the future. Put that colorant on the oak test board 
and label it also.  Good idea to do it on 2 or even 3 sections or maybe all of em on one side of the board..

So now you have a base color with whatever intensity you want.  

Lets say you like that color but want some additional tint, cast, shading etc.  Let's say you did a walnut colorant but 
want a red cast to it.  

Take the second jar and start the same process and then “paint” over one of the sections that you have with your final 
base color.  Normally will be lighter than you want.  If so then add a tad more dye to jar #2 and you can paint over that 
same section.  Don't need to go to another.  Again check while wet.  Get what you want then put some on the barrel 
channel or base in like a 1” or 1/2” stripe and check it out.  Can go right over the areas you did before.  

Get what you want, then mix the two jars if you want or label em for a 2 dye application.  Mixed is better in my 
experience but choice is yours.
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Let the colorant set up for 48 hrs and then use whatever topcoat you want.  Any topcoats, other than Lacquer though 
will cancel out a lot of the subtle color you added so before color the entire stock, you might want to take one of your 
sections that is colored the way you want and check with the topcoat you are gonna use to see if the results are gonna 
be what you want.

Takes longer to type this stuff up then it does to do but the two keys are patience and go slow.  The results are more 
than worth the time and again you only got to do it once.

noremf(George)

*WHILE WET is important as it will show you what the color is gonna look like when you topcoat it.  See above on 
topcoats. When you look at it dry it is not gonna do that.

The following is a copy of how to use dyes etc. from Homestead Finishing Products.
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Changing the Color of the Dye

Dyes are transparent and they penetrate deep into the wood. Because of this, you see the color of the dye plus the natural color 

of the wood on dyed wood surfaces. So if you apply a dye to the wood and it's not quite the color you want, you can change the 

color (sometimes dramatically) by wiping different colored dyes right over the dye you applied. Because dyes have no binder, you

can color-correct the dye when it's still wet or when it's fully dry. The following are general rules to modify the color.

x To make the color darker, try making the dye stronger first. If that doesn’t work add a little black or dark brown (Extra Dark

Walnut) dye. 

x To shift a wood tone stain color to something redder, or more orange, try adding that primary color to the dye. 
x To make a color brighter, add yellow. 
x To make a color less bright, add a little black. 
x To neutralize a color, add its complementary color (see chart) 

If the
Add its

Color is
complementary Colortoo

Red Green

Yellow Purple

Blue Orange

Green Red

Orange Blue

Purple Yellow

Courtesy of Homestead Finishing Products.
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